Nuclear pore components affect distinct stages of intron-containing gene expression
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ABSTRACT

Several nuclear pore-associated factors, including the SUMO-protease Ulp1, have been proposed to prevent the export of intron-containing messenger ribonucleoparticles (mRNPs) in yeast. However, the molecular mechanisms of this nuclear pore-dependent mRNA quality control, including the sumoylated targets of Ulp1, have remained unidentified. Here, we demonstrate that the apparent ‘pre-sumoylated targets of Ulp1, have remained unidentified. We show that the presence of introns within THO target genes attenuates the effect of THO inactivation on their transcription. Epistasis analyses further clarify that different nuclear pore components influence intron-containing gene expression at distinct stages. Ulp1, whose maintenance at nuclear pores depends on the Nup84 complex, impacts on THO-dependent gene expression, whereas the nuclear basket-associated Mlp1/Pml39 proteins prevent pre-mRNA export at a later stage, contributing to mRNA quality control. Our study thus highlights the multiplicity of mechanisms by which nuclear pores contribute to gene expression, and further provides the first evidence that intronic sequences can alleviate early mRNP biogenesis defects.

INTRODUCTION

Export of mature mRNAs out of the nucleus is a pivotal step in the eukaryotic gene expression process and relies on the proper orchestration of several nuclear activities (1). Transcription, processing and assembly of mRNAs into export-competent messenger ribonucleoparticles (mRNPs) are tightly coupled events requiring the timely recruitment of a defined set of factors. Among them, mRNP-associated proteins guide the processing, the localization, and the stability of mRNAs, thus ultimately regulating their cellular fate (2). Acquisition of export competence is associated with the release of the mRNA from the transcription site and the recruitment onto mRNPs of an essential, conserved mRNA export dimer (Mex67-Mtr2 in yeast), which has the unique ability to travel with mRNAs through nuclear pore complexes (NPCs). Several factors have been demonstrated to act at the interface between transcription and NPCs and to facilitate the recruitment of the mRNA export dimer (3); in budding yeast, these include the RNA-binding protein Yra1; shuttling hnRNPs such as Nab2 and Npl3; and Transcription and Export complexes (THO/TREX1 and THSC/TREX2) (1,4). Genetic defects in most of these mRNP components are reported to trigger not only nuclear retention of mRNAs but also quality control (QC) pathways (5).

mRNA QC encompasses nuclear and cytoplasmic mechanisms that prevent the accumulation of improperly processed mRNAs or incompletely packaged mRNPs, which would interfere with protein homeostasis or mRNA biogenesis (6,7). Nuclear QC is mainly achieved by the action of ribonucleases, which, among other targets, catalyze the degradation of faulty mRNPs. The major nuclear RNA degradation activity is carried out by Rrp6 and Rrp44/Dis3, the two catalytic subunits of the multimeric 3′→5′ exonucleolytic nuclear exosome (8). In addition, mRNAs exhibiting abnormal 3′-processing or improper assembly into mRNPs are retained within the nucleus at the vicinity of their transcription site, a process also requiring the catalytic activity of the exosome (9–11). Finally, several NPC-associated proteins have also been proposed to function in mRNA QC prior to export (5,12). While NPC-associated QC has been mainly characterized in the yeast S. cerevisiae, recent reports suggest that it may however be evolutionarily conserved (13–15).

NPC-associated QC has been proposed to rely on the docking of mRNPs at the nuclear basket of NPCs by virtue
of their interaction with myosin-like proteins (Mlp) 1 and 2. Physical interactions between a defined set of mRNP components and Mlp1/2, including a direct association of Mlp1 with the hnRNP Nab2, were early identified (16,17) and recently expanded through proteomic analyses (18,19). In addition, overexpression of Mlp1, or its associated cofactor Pml39, leads to the retention of Nab2-containing mRNPs within discrete nuclear foci (20,21). The increased NPC association observed for improperly assembled mRNPs (17), along with the rescue of mRNP assembly mutants upon loss of Mlp1/2 or Pml39 (17,21,22), support the idea that this Mlp1/2 platform may select and release for export properly assembled mRNPs. Ubiquitination-mediated dissociation of Yra1 from mRNPs has been proposed as one of the remodeling mechanisms susceptible to mediate this release (22).

NPC-associated QC also involves the specific nuclear retention of unspliced mRNAs. While the presence of introns in eukaryotic genomes increases their coding capacity, the cellular fate of unspliced mRNAs must be accurately controlled (23). Even in S. cerevisiae, despite representing only 5% of the protein-coding genes, intron-containing genes account for ~26% of the transcribed mRNAs (24), underlying the importance of pre-mRNA nuclear retention processes. Accordingly, a number of yeast mutants reportedly display a phenotype referred to as ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ (pml), based on the detection of enhanced levels of β-galactosidase expressed from an intron-containing LacZ reporter premRNA. Based on this assay, premRNA retention was shown to require Mlp1 (20) and its partner Pml39 (21); the nucleoporin Nup60 and the nuclear envelope protein Esc1, most likely through their contribution to nuclear basket assembly/integrity (20,25); and the splicing-associated factor Pml1 (26). Retained premRNAs are possibly discarded by the action of the endonuclease Swt1, which associates transiently to NPCs (27). How premRNAs are primed for retention versus export is currently unclear; however, the recently reported contribution of the splicesome-associated SR proteins Gbp2 and Hrb1 to this process positions them as attractive candidates for differentially marking processed transcripts (28).

The same pre-mRNA retention assay also identified a role for the enzyme Ulp1 in NPC-associated QC (25). Ulp1 (SENP2 in mammals) is an NPC-associated SUMO-isopeptidase, which catalyzes both the processing of neosynthesized SUMO prior to conjugation, and the deconjugation of SUMO from dedicated targets, thereby regulating a wide range of cellular processes (29). The sumoylated target(s) of Ulp1 that could contribute to pre-mRNA retention however remained to be identified (5). Of note, we recently reported that Ulp1 regulates the recruitment of the THO complex onto mRNPs through desumoylation of its Hpr1 subunit, contributing to the biogenesis of a subset of stress-inducible mRNPs (19).

In this report, we have investigated the respective contributions of distinct nuclear pore components, including Ulp1, to NPC-associated QC, and searched for their upstream effectors in unspliced mRNA retention. We show that defective sumoylation of the Hpr1 subunit of the THO complex accounts for the apparent ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype initially scored upon loss of ULPI. Importantly, we demonstrate that altered THO complex activity impinges more severely on the expression of intronless as compared to intron-containing genes, thereby triggering what could be interpreted as ‘pre-mRNA leakage’. Genetic and molecular analyses further reveal that while the THO complex, together with Ulp1 and a subset of nucleoporins, differentially act on intronless and intron-containing genes at the transcriptional level, Mlp1/Pml39 prevent pre-mRNA export at a later stage, highlighting the various mechanisms by which NPCs influence gene expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains and plasmids

The strains used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Yeast cells were grown in standard yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) or synthetic complete (SC) media lacking appropriate amino acids. Unless indicated, phenotypes were analyzed following growth at 30°C. ulp1 and mex67–5 strains were grown at 25°C prior to a 2 h shift at 30°C or a 30 min shift at 37°C, respectively. For GAL1 promoter induction, 2% galactose was added for 2 h to cells grown in glycerol-lactate (0.17% YNB, 0.5% ammonium sulfate, 0.05% glucose, 2% lactate and 2% glycerol) supplemented with the required nutrients. For experiments involving tho mutants, galactose induction was performed for 5 h. When indicated, mycophenolic acid (MPA, 100 μg/mL, Sigma) was added to the medium. Construction of plasmids (listed in Supplementary Table S2) was performed using standard molecular cloning techniques.

Gene expression analyses and chromatin immunoprecipitation

Cells carrying LacZ reporters were lysed and assayed for β-galactosidase activity using the NovaBright™ β-galactosidase Chemiluminescent Detection System (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. This assay is 104 more sensitive than the classical colorimetric assay and its dynamic range exceeds five orders of magnitude (30). Relative Light Units (RLU) were normalized to the amount of cells as determined by measurement of the OD at 600 nm.

Total RNAs were extracted from yeast cultures using Nucleospin RNA II (Macherey Nagel) and reverse-transcribed with AMV reverse transcriptase (Finnzymes). cDNA quantification was achieved through quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with a LightCycler 480 system (Roche) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequences of qPCR primers used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S3. Normalizations were performed using RNA standards (25S rRNA or ACT1) harboring raw expression levels in a similar range as compared to the mRNA of interest.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed as reported (19) except that anti-RNAI large subunit antibodies (8WG16, Covance) were added to chromatin extracts supplemented with 0.5% BSA and 50 μg/mL salmon sperm DNA prior to immunoprecipitation. Input and immunoprecipitated DNA amounts were further quantified by real-time PCR as above.
Figure 1. Ulp1 prevents the ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype through sumoylation of the THO complex. (A) Schematic representation of the LacZ reporters used in this figure. Both ‘leakage’ and ‘intronless’ reporters are galactose-inducible LacZ genes. The ‘leakage’ construct bears a small synthetic intron downstream of the initiation codon, allowing the pre-mRNA to encode β-galactosidase (see Supplementary Table S2). (B) β-galactosidase (β-gal) activities (mean ± SD; n = 4) from the ‘leakage’ reporter were quantified using a chemiluminescent assay as described under Material and Methods and normalized to the values obtained from the intronless construct for the indicated mutants. Values were set to 1 for isogenic wt cells grown under the same conditions. (C) a: the SUMO-ligases (Siz1/2) and protease (Ulp1) target Hpr1 on its C-terminal domain (lysines 60–65, mutated in the hpr1-K60–65R strain) (19). b: β-gal activities (mean ± SD; n = 4) from the ‘leakage’ reporter were normalized to the values obtained from the intronless construct for the indicated mutants. Raw data are provided in Supplementary Table S4.

Measurement of 2μ-plasmid levels

2μ-plasmids were recovered from yeast cultures using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions except that a bead-beating step was introduced to break the cells. The purified DNA was further quantified by real-time PCR as described above.

Cell imaging

Wide-field fluorescence images were acquired using a DM6000B Leica microscope with a 100×, NA 1.4 (HCX Plan-Apo) oil immersion objective and a CCD camera (CoolSNAP HQ; Photometrics). Images were scaled equivalently using MetaMorph 5 (Universal Imaging) and processed with Photoshop CS2 9.0 software (Adobe).

mRNP purification and western blot analysis

mRNP isolation from yeast cells expressing a tagged-version of the nuclear cap-binding complex (Cbc2-protA) was performed as previously described (19). Total protein extraction from yeast cells was performed by the NaOH-TCA lysis method (31). Samples were separated on 4–12% SDS-PAGE gels (Invitrogen) and transferred to PVDF membranes. Western-blot analysis was performed using the following antibodies: monoclonal anti-GFP (1:500, Roche Diagnostics); monoclonal anti-Dpm1 (1:2000, Invitrogen); polyclonal anti-Hpr1 (1:1000) (32); polyclonal anti-Mex67 (1:1000) (32) and polyclonal IgG-HRP (1:5000, Dakocytomation, to detect protA-tagged proteins). Polyclonal anti-SUMO antisera (1:2000) were obtained from Agrobio following immunization of rabbits with recombinant yeast SUMO expressed in bacteria from pET15-HisScSMT3 (see Supplementary Table S2). Quantification of signals was performed based on serial dilutions of reference samples using the ImageJ software.

Statistical analyses

Data are mean ± SD from at least three measurements arising from independent cultures. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (p-values were calculated using two-tailed
Figure 2. Differential requirement of the THO complex for expression of intronless and intron-containing reporters. (A) Schematic representation of the LacZ reporters used in this figure. Upon expression of the ‘splicing’ reporter, only the spliced mRNA encodes β-galactosidase. (B) Expression of the three LacZ reporter genes (intronless, ‘leakage’ and ‘splicing’) was monitored by measurement of β-galactosidase activity (RLU/OD, see Material and Methods; mean ± SD, n = 3) in the indicated strains. Values were set to 1 for wt cells carrying the intronless reporter. Fold decreases in tho mutants relative to wt are indicated by numbers. (C) β-gal activities (mean ± SD; n = 3) obtained in panel (B) from intron-containing reporters were normalized to the values obtained from the intronless reporters in the same mutants. Increased relative β-gal activities of ‘leakage’ over intronless reporter would reflect a splicing defect. (D) Expression of the different reporter genes was monitored by quantifying LacZ mRNA levels by RT-qPCR (normalized to 25S rRNA values; mean ± SD; n = 3) upon extraction of total mRNAs from the indicated strains. LacZ mRNA was detected using LacZ-3′ primers (see Supplementary Table S3); similar results were obtained with LacZ-5′ primers (our unpublished data). Values were set to 1 for wt cells carrying the intronless reporter. Fold decreases in tho mutants relative to wt are indicated by numbers. Note that similar data were obtained when normalizing LacZ mRNA levels to the ACT1 standard (our unpublished results). (E) mRNA levels (mean ± SD; n = 3) obtained in panel (D) from the two intron-containing reporters ('leakage' and 'splicing' reporters) were normalized to the values obtained from the intronless reporter in the same mutants.

t-tests assuming unequal variances; [*] p < 0.05; [**] p < 0.01; [ns] not significant.

RESULTS

Ulp1 prevents the ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype through THO complex sumoylation

To determine which mRNP-associated factor(s) could participate in NPC-associated QC, we systematically assayed pre-mRNA leakage in representative yeast mutants of the mRNA export machinery. For this purpose, we quantified β-galactosidase activities derived from the ‘leakage’ reporter, that contains a synthetic intron (RP51A*) maintaining the frame between the ATG and the LacZ coding sequence, thereby allowing the measurement of pre-mRNA export (Figure 1A). As previously described (20,21,25), these values were normalized to the ones obtained from a similar but intronless LacZ construct (Figure 1A, Supplementary Figure S1A,B). Of note, LacZ expression defects were previously recorded in several mutants impaired in mRNA biogenesis and export (33). We therefore took advantage of a chemiluminescent β-galactosidase assay (30) to accurately monitor pre-mRNA leakage in such mutants; this detection system indeed exhibits an improved sensitivity and linearity over a wide range of enzyme concentrations as compared to the classical colorimetric assay (see Material and Methods). This analysis revealed that the mlp1Δ mutant exhibits a significantly increased ‘leakage’ ratio relative to wt cells (Figure 1B and Supplementary Table S4), in agreement with previous reports (20,21). In contrast, we did not detect any significant increase in pre-mRNA leakage in a mutant of the mRNA export receptor Mex67 (mex67–5) (34) or in mutants of its adaptors Npl3 (npl3Δ), Yra1 (yral-KR, a mutant impairing Tom1-mediated dissociation of Yra1 from mRNPs) (22) or Nab2 (nab2-F73D, a mutant impairing Nab2 association with Mlp1) (35) (Figure 1B and Supplementary Table S4). Pre-mRNA leakage was also not affected upon loss of Sus1 or Sem1, two subunits of the TREX2 complex (36,37) (Figure 1B and Supplementary Table S4). In contrast, significant levels of apparent
‘pre-mRNA leakage’ were detected in mutants of three of the four subunits of the tetrameric THO complex (Hpr1, Mft1 and Thp2; Figure 1B and Supplementary Table S4). Of note, the fourth subunit of the THO complex, Tho2, could not be assayed due to undetectable LacZ expression from the ‘leakage’ reporter in tho2Δ cells. This observation is consistent with previous studies revealing that Tho2 is the THO complex subunit for which inactivation triggers the most drastic growth and gene expression defects (9,38,39). Our results thus position the THO complex as a possible mediator of NPC-dependent pre-mRNA retention.

We recently reported that Ulp1 regulates THO complex recruitment onto mRNPs through sumoylation of its Hpr1 subunit (19). We therefore determined whether Ulp1 could control pre-mRNA retention through Hpr1 sumoylation. For this purpose, we analyzed pre-mRNA leakage in different mutants affecting Hpr1 sumoylation without interfering with its steady-state protein levels (19): (i) mutant cells expressing a non-sumoylatable version of Hpr1 (hpr1-K60–65R), (ii) the double mutant of the Siz1 and Siz2 SUMO-ligases that prevents Hpr1 sumoylation and (iii) a thermosensitive mutant of ULP1 (ulp1–333, thereafter referred to as ulp1) that accumulates sumoylated Hpr1 (Figure 1Ca). Interfering with Hpr1 sumoylation by any of these three ways similarly triggered a ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype (Figure 1Cb). Of note, we previously reported that mutants leading to either hyper- or hypo-sumoylation of Hpr1 similarly decrease Hpr1 loading onto mRNAs (19). These data thus indicate that defective recruitment of Hpr1 onto the LacZ transcript in Hpr1 sumoylation mutants triggers this ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype.

Finally, combination of the ulp1 and hpr1-K60–65R mutants did not lead to a synergic phenotype (Figure 1Cb), suggesting that Ulp1 and Hpr1 sumoylation function in a common pathway preventing ‘pre-mRNA leakage’. Taken together, these results thus suggest that the NPC-associated SUMO protease Ulp1 prevents the ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype through sumoylation of the THO complex.

**Differential requirement of the THO complex for expression of intronless and intron-containing LacZ reporters**

Our data support the fact that Ulp1 and the THO complex function in a common pathway to prevent the ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype. However, the THO complex being critical for LacZ mRNA transcription (40), we further examined in detail the two THO complex inactivation mutants (hpr1Δ and mft1Δ), which exhibit the strongest apparent leakage phenotype with our reporter system (Figure 1B). As anticipated, THO complex inactivation dramatically decreased expression of both intronless and ‘leakage’ LacZ constructs at the level of β-galactosidase activities (Figure 2B, top and mid panel). Strikingly however, β-galactosidase activities from the intron-containing ‘leakage’ reporter were less affected as compared to the intronless LacZ reporter (Figure 2B, top and mid panel; compare for example the 1865-fold decrease in β-gal activity from the intronless reporter as opposed to the 211-fold reduction from the ‘leakage’ reporter in the hpr1Δ mutant). Consequently, THO mutants exhibited an apparent increase in relative β-galactosidase activities when normalized to the ones obtained from the intronless reporter (Figure 2C). This raised the possibility that apparent ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ in THO complex mutants actually results from a differential reduction of intronless versus intron-containing LacZ reporter expression.

To confirm this hypothesis, the same analysis was performed using a distinct intron-containing LacZ reporter, previously used to evaluate splicing efficiency, in which the same synthetic intron disrupts the frame between the ATG and the LacZ coding sequence (Figure 2A) (20,21,25). With this ‘splicing’ reporter, export and translation of the properly spliced mRNA, but not of the pre-mRNA, account for detectable β-galactosidase activities. The expression of this intron-containing reporter was again less affected as compared to the intronless LacZ gene in tho mutants (Figure 2B, bottom panel). As a consequence, tho mutants displayed enhanced expression levels of this distinct intron-containing reporter relative to the intronless gene (Figure 2C). This demonstrates that inactivation of the THO complex differentially impairs the expression of intronless and intron-containing LacZ genes, regardless of the frame of the intron in respect to the LacZ coding sequence. This further reveals that in THO complex mutants, the ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype is caused by a differential reduction in LacZ reporter expression, and not by a lack of nuclear retention of intron-containing mRNAs.

We next asked whether this intron-dependent effect of tho mutants on LacZ expression was also observed at the mRNA level. For this purpose, expression of the same LacZ reporters was analyzed by RT-qPCR in hpr1Δ and mft1Δ cells. As expected, THO complex inactivation led to a strong decrease in the detectable amounts of total (e.g. nuclear + cytoplasmic) transcripts from the three reporters (Figure 2D). However, mRNA levels from the two intron-containing reporters were less affected upon THO inactivation as compared to the intronless reporter (Figure 2D). Consequently, THO complex mutants exhibited an apparent increase in relative mRNA levels from intron-containing reporters when normalized to the ones obtained from the intronless reporter, regardless of the frame of the intron with the β-galactosidase coding sequence (Figure 2E). tho mutants therefore exhibit a differential reduction in LacZ mRNA expression depending on the presence of an intron. Importantly, this phenotype does not reflect a differential response of these intronless and intron-containing reporters to any source of transcriptional inhibition; indeed, treatment of cells with a transcription elongation inhibitor (mycophenolic acid, MPA) impaired expression of both intronless and intron-containing reporters to the same extent, as opposed to THO inactivation (Supplementary Figure S2A,B). Likewise, this differential effect of tho mutants on intronless and intron-containing gene expression was not related to the reported function of the THO complex in plasmid maintenance (41); indeed, intronless and intron-containing reporter 2µ-plasmids were checked to be similarly affected in tho mutants (Supplementary Figure S2C). Finally, similar results were observed when the intronless and intron-containing reporters were expressed from centromeric plasmids (Supplementary Figure S3).

Taken together, our results thus show that the apparent ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ phenotype scored in THO inactiva-
All intron-containing constructs were less affected for their expression than their intronless counterpart upon loss of the THO complex (Figure 3B,C; compare in the hpr1Δ mutant, the 468-fold decrease in β-gal activity for the intronless construct as opposed to a maximal 289-fold reduction for the intron-containing constructs). In some cases, the presence of the intron even improved LacZ expression in ino mutants (see for example the RPL35A intron; Figure 3B,C). Distinct natural introns can therefore alleviate the LacZ expression defects caused by loss of the THO complex, albeit to a variable extent depending on the considered intron.

We then examined whether the presence of an intron could similarly attenuate the expression defects of an endogenous THO target gene. For this purpose, we replaced LacZ in the intronless and RPS1A intron-containing constructs by YAT1, a S. cerevisiae gene reported to require the THO complex for its expression (40) (Figure 3D). In agreement with this previous study, mRNA levels from the YAT1 intronless construct were strongly decreased in hpr1Δ and mft1Δ cells (Figure 3E). Strikingly, whereas the presence of the intron did not affect YAT1 mRNA levels in wt cells, it significantly rescued their decreased levels in both hpr1Δ and mft1Δ mutants (Figure 3E,F). The presence of an intron among the THO complex inactivation. (A) Schematic representation of the LacZ constructs used in panels (B) and (C). LacZ-based reporter genes bear either the small synthetic intron used previously (RPS1A intron), or natural introns (PRE3, ACT1 and RPS1A introns) downstream of the initiation codon. As for the ‘splicing’ reporter, only the spliced mRNA encodes β-galactosidase (see Supplementary Table S2, pRS426 constructs). (B) Expression of the LacZ reporter genes was monitored by measurement of β-gal activities (RLU/OD, see Material and Methods; mean ± SD; n = 4) in the indicated strains. Values were set to 1 for wt cells with the intronless reporter. Fold decreases in THO mutants relative to wt are indicated by numbers. (C) β-gal activities (mean ± SD; n = 4) obtained in panel (B) from intron-containing reporters were normalized to the values obtained from the intronless reporter in the same mutants. (D) Schematic representation of the YAT1 constructs used in panels (E) and (F). The natural YAT1 gene was expressed under the control of a galactose-inducible promoter as previously reported (40). The small synthetic RPS1A intron was introduced downstream of the initiation codon (see Supplementary Table S2). (E) Expression of YAT1 reporters was monitored by quantifying YAT1 mRNA levels by RT-qPCR (normalized to ACT1 mRNA values; mean ± SD; n = 4) upon extraction of total mRNAs from the indicated strains. YAT1 mRNA was detected using YAT1-3’ primers (see Supplementary Table S3); similar results were obtained with YAT1-5’ primers (our unpublished data). Values were set to 1 for wt cells carrying the intronless reporter. Fold decreases in tho mutants relative to wt are indicated by numbers. Note that similar data were obtained when normalizing YAT1 mRNA levels to the 25S rRNA standard (our unpublished results). (F) mRNA levels (mean ± SD; n = 4) obtained in panel (E) from the intron-containing construct were normalized to the values obtained from the intronless construct in the same mutants.
tron can therefore alleviate the expression defect of a natural THO target gene in THO complex mutants.

We finally asked whether the presence of the intron rescues the decrease in LacZ and YAT1 mRNAs by modifying their transcription or their stability in tho mutants. Inactivation of the THO complex was previously reported to reduce mRNA expression by decreasing transcriptional elongation for different model genes (41,45–47), without any detectable changes in mRNA stability in the case of LacZ (48). We thus performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) along LacZ and YAT1 genes using an anti-RNA polymerase II (RNAP II) antibody, a method classically used to determine RNAP II recruitment or processivity (45). ChIP analysis of the intronless LacZ gene revealed marked RNAP II occupancy defects in tho mutants (Figure 4A). Both hpr1Δ and mft1Δ mutants exhibited a decreased processivity of the transcription machinery, in agreement with published ChIP data (47) (Figure 4A; note the 50% decrease in the levels of RNAP II associated with the 3' end of the gene as compared to the 5' region in the mutants). In addition, the hpr1Δ mutant also exhibited a decreased RNAP II occupancy at the 5' position (Figure 4A), consistent with previous run-on analyses which had shown that RNAP II pauses from the very first 170bp of LacZ (41). Remarkably, while this latter defect was still observed in hpr1Δ cells in the presence of the intron, the RNAP II processivity defect was no longer detectable along the intron-containing LacZ gene in both hpr1Δ and mft1Δ mutants (Figure 4A; note the similar levels of RNAP II associated with both 5' and 3' ends of the gene in the mutants). In the case of the intronless YAT1 gene, ChIP analysis revealed a drop in RNAP II occupancy all along the gene in both hpr1Δ and mft1Δ cells (Figure 4B), providing a rationale for the previously reported decrease in YAT1 mRNA levels in these mutants (40) (Figure 3E). Strikingly, while insertion of the intron in the YAT1 gene did not disturb RNAP II recruitment in wt cells, it significantly enhanced RNAP II occupancy all along the gene in both tho mutants (Figure 4B). This positive effect of the intron on RNAP II occupancy along the YAT1 gene well mirrored its impact on YAT1 mRNA amounts in both mutants (Figure 3E). For both YAT1 and LacZ genes, the presence of an intron thus alleviates some of the effects of THO complex inactivation on RNAP II occupancy, thereby explaining the differential requirement of the THO complex for expression of intronless and intron-containing genes.

Figure 4. Intronic sequences can attenuate the transcriptional defects caused by THO complex inactivation. (A) RNAP II ChIP was performed in wt and mutant cells transformed with intronless or intron-containing centromeric LacZ reporters. Values (mean ± SD; n = 3) represent the ratios between immunoprecipitated and input DNA amounts. The positions of qPCR amplicons (5', 299–385 bp and 3', 2763–2911 bp) along the LacZ gene are indicated. (B) RNAP II ChIP was performed in wt and mutant cells transformed with intronless or intron-containing YAT1 reporters. Values (mean ± SD; n = 4) represent the ratios between immunoprecipitated and input DNA amounts. The positions of qPCR amplicons (5', 33–132 bp and 3', 1852–1951 bp) along the YAT1 gene are indicated. Specificity of the ChIP assay was confirmed by checking RNAP II recruitment onto an untranscribed, intergenic region (our unpublished results).
Nuclear pore mutants affecting Ulp1 localization exhibit gene expression defects

A phenotypic signature of THO mutants is therefore the differential reduction in intronless versus intron-containing LacZ reporter expression, observed both with ‘leakage’ and ‘splicing’ constructs (Supplementary Figure S1C). In agreement with the fact that Ulp1 targets the THO complex (Figure 1C), this signature was satisfactorily shared by the ulp1 mutant (Figure 5A,B and Supplementary Table S4). Of note, since Ulp1 was previously reported to regulate Ulp1 activity (e.g. ulp1Δ mutant (Figure 5A,B and Supplementary Table S4)), resembling tho mutants. In agreement with this observation, transcription elongation defects were previously scored on LacZ and YAT1 genes in Nup84 complex mutants (51). Collectively, these results show that loss of Ulp1 activity or localization is associated with LacZ expression defects that are rescued in the presence of an intron, rather than genuine pre-mRNA leakage (Supplementary Figure S1C).

Bona fide pre-mRNA leakage mutants do not affect Ulp1 activity toward mRNP assembly

These results prompted us to reevaluate whether other nuclear pore mutants previously reported to play a role in pre-mRNA retention, such as mlp1Δ and pml39Δ, also interfered with the Ulp1/THO pathway. We first checked whether mlp1Δ/pml39Δ mutants would trigger pre-mRNA leakage as a possible consequence of Ulp1 mislocalization. Indeed, Mlp1, Pml39 and Ulp1 share a common localization at the nuclear basket of NPCs and a moderate decrease in Ulp1 association to NPCs was previously scored in mlp1Δ cells (49). Similarly, our microscopy analysis only revealed a mild decrease of the NPC-associated levels of a GFP-tagged version of Ulp1 in the absence of Mlp1, and no effect of the pml39Δ mutation (Figure 6A). In view of the reported interdependence between Ulp1 NPC localization and stability (49,50), we further examined the total amounts of Ulp1 in mlp1Δ and pml39Δ cells by western blot analysis, which confirmed that unlike Nup84 complex mutants these mutations do not compromise Ulp1 levels (Figure 6Ba,b). Consistent with these observations, global analysis of SUMO conjugates did not reveal major changes in SUMO (de)conjugation or processing in mlp1Δ and pml39Δ cells, as opposed to mutants strongly impairing Ulp1 activity (e.g. ulp1Δ)(Supplementary Figure S4).

Since Ulp1 inactivation was previously reported to impair THO complex desumoylation, thereby lowering its association with nuclear mRNPs (19), we went on to analyze mRNP composition and THO complex recruitment in mlp1Δ and pml39Δ mutants. Unlike Ulp1 inactivation, loss of Mlp1 or Pml39 did not alter THO association with mRNPs pulled-down by the nuclear cap-binding complex (as probed by immunoblotting against the THO complex subunit Hpr1; Figure 6Ca,b). Taken together, these data demonstrate that nuclear pore mutants affecting pre-mRNA retention (e.g. mlp1Δ, pml39Δ) do not systematically affect Ulp1 localization and activity toward the THO complex. In agreement with these observations, both mlp1Δ and pml39Δ mutants exhibited bona fide pre-mRNA leakage with no effect on the expression of the ‘splicing’ reporter, as opposed to tho/ulp1/Nup84 complex mutants (Figure 5A,B; Supplementary Figure S1B).
Figure 6. Bonafide pre-mRNA leakage mutants do not affect Ulp1 activity. (A) Fluorescence microscopy analysis of Ulp1-GFP in wt, mlp1Δ, or pml39Δ cells expressing Nup49-mCherryFP and grown at 30°C. Images of single-channel fluorescence for GFP and mCherry are shown (left) as well as the merge with differential interference contrast (DIC, right). Scale bar, 5 μm. (B) a: whole cell extracts of the indicated cell types grown at 30°C were analyzed by western blotting using anti-GFP antibodies (upper panel). Ponceau staining was used as loading control (lower panel). b: the relative amount of Ulp1-GFP was quantified from panel (a). Values (mean ± SD; n = 3) were normalized to the Ponceau signal and set to 1 for wt. (C) a: soluble extracts (left panel, ‘inputs’) and nuclear cap-binding complex (Cbc2-protA)-associated mRNPs (right panel, ‘IP’) isolated from the indicated strains were analyzed by immunoblotting using the indicated antibodies. Note that while Hpr1 association is solely affected in ulp1 cells, recruitment of the export receptor Mex67 is not altered in the analyzed mutants. b: the relative amounts of Hpr1 and Mex67 associated to Cbc2-bound mRNPs were quantified from panel (a). Values (mean ± SD; n = 3) were normalized to the amounts of immunoprecipitated Cbc2 and set to 1 for wt.

Nuclear pore components influence distinct stages of intron-containing gene expression

This set of data suggests that Mlp1/Pml39 and Nup84 complex/Ulp1/THO impact on distinct stages of intron-containing mRNA biogenesis and export. To confirm this hypothesis, we performed epistasis analysis by combining both mlp1Δ and ulp1Δ mutations. Measurement of β-galactosidase activities from the ‘leakage’ reporter relative to the ones obtained from the intronless reporter revealed a synergistic phenotype in the double mlp1Δ ulp1Δ mutant (Figure 7A and Supplementary Table S4), supporting the fact that both mutants interfere with the cytoplasmic expression of unspliced LacZ mRNAs through distinct mechanisms. To strengthen this finding, the same assay was performed in another ulp1Δ mutant strain carrying the ulp1Δ-N allele, which leads to Ulp1 mislocalization from the nuclear periphery (52). ulp1Δ-N cells exhibited increased relative β-gal activites from the ‘leakage’ reporter, confirming the results obtained with the thermosensitive ulp1 allele (Figure 7A). Noteworthy, mlp1Δ ulp1Δ-N cells also displayed a synergic effect on this phenotype, as observed for mlp1Δ ulp1Δ cells (Figure 7A). In addition, growth assay revealed a genetic interaction between mlp1Δ and either ulp1Δ or ulp1Δ-N mutations, as shown by the decreased viability of the double mlp1Δ ulp1Δ and mlp1Δ ulp1Δ-N mutants as compared to each of the mlp1Δ, ulp1Δ and ulp1Δ-N single mutants (Figure 7B). Finally, mild overexpression of ULP1 did not rescue pre-mRNA leakage in the mlp1Δ mutant (Figure 7C and Supplementary Table S4). Taken together, our data support a model in which these nuclear pore mutants...
affect intron-containing mRNA expression at two distinct stages (Figure 7D).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have investigated the contribution of a number of mRNP and nuclear pore components to intron-containing gene expression in yeast (Figures 1B and 5A). The use of a battery of intron-containing reporter genes allowed us to discriminate between nuclear pore components such as the Nup84 complex and the SUMO protease Ulp1 on the one hand, that are differentially required for the transcription of intronless versus intron-containing genes, and nuclear basket-associated proteins Mlp1/Pml39 on the other hand, that prevent pre-mRNA export at a later stage (Supplementary Figure S1, Figure 7D).

It had been previously hypothesized that sumoylated target(s) of the SUMO protease Ulp1 could contribute to its reported function in pre-mRNA retention (5,25). Here, in agreement with our recent identification of the THO complex subunit Hpr1 as a sumoylated target of Ulp1 (19), our epistasis analysis of ulp1 and tho mutants reveals that they trigger the same apparent 'pre-mRNA leakage' phenotype through a common mechanism (Figure 1B,C). However, we show that mutants affecting the THO complex (hpr1Δ, mft1Δ, hpr1-K60–65R) and Ulp1 activity (ulp1 or localization (ulp1ΔN, nup133Δ, nup120Δ) differentially impair the expression of intronless and intron-containing reporters, rather than triggering bona fide pre-mRNA leakage: indeed, (i) the same differential reduction of intron-containing and intronless reporter expression is observed regardless of the frame of the intron with the LacZ coding.
sequence, including when the pre-mRNA does not encode β-gal (Figure 2B); (ii) this differential inhibition is also detectable at the level of total mRNAs, regardless of their nuclear or cytoplasmic localization (Figure 2D). The fact that this phenotype had not been detected in a previous study using the same reporters in a tho mutant (28) is likely due to the low sensitivity of the colorimetric assay (30) as compared to our chemiluminescent assay. Notably, our observations are in line with the well-established functions of the THO complex as an early mRNP assembly factor whose proper recruitment, by preventing DNA-mRNA hybrid formation, precludes transcriptional defects and genetic instability (4).

Unexpectedly, our data also reveal that the presence of an intron can partially prevent this deleterious impact of THO inactivation on mRNA expression. This effect was observed for distinct natural introns (Figure 3A–C) and was not restricted to the LacZ heterologous gene: indeed, insertion of an intron in the natural THO target gene YAT1 partially rescues the mRNA expression defects arising in tho mutants (Figure 3D–F). Consistent with the reported effects of THO inactivation on RNAP II transcription, we further find that the intron exerts its alleviating effect by partially restoring proper RNAP II occupancy on the LacZ and YAT1 genes (Figure 4A–B). Of note, the presence of the intron only partially rescues the drop in RNAP II recruitment and mRNA expression in the hpr1Δ mutant (Figures 2D, 3E, 4A,B). However, the intron almost fully suppresses the milder YAT1 mRNA expression and RNAP II occupancy defects in mft1Δ cells (Figures 3E and 4B). These last results support the fact that transcription is most likely the main step in the gene expression process that is impaired by THO inactivation and impacted by the presence of the intron, although we cannot rule out that other post-transcriptional stages may be similarly affected. Different molecular mechanisms could account for the protective effect of the intron against THO complex inactivation. One possibility is that early spliceosome recruitment and/or splicing of such 5′-located introns could trigger alternative mRNP assembly pathways in tho mutants, thereby rescuing mRNA biogenesis defects. Alternatively, the effect of the intron could be related to its positive impact on gene looping, and therefore on mRNA synthesis (53). Finally, since decreasing the rate of transcription was previously reported to rescue THO deficiencies (54–57), the presence of the intron could slow down transcription, rendering mRNP biogenesis less sensitive to THO inactivation. While such explanation could account for the effect of the intron in the LacZ gene, in which intron insertion was detected to affect RNAP II occupancy in wt cells (Figure 4A), it is unlikely to provide a general rationale for our observations: indeed, in wt cells, the presence of the intron in the YAT1 gene does not appear to dampen RNAP II recruitment. Additional studies will now be required to further discriminate between these non-exclusive hypotheses.

Among other nuclear pore components, Ulp1 does not appear to play a bona fide role in mRNA quality control since the apparent ‘pre-mRNA leakage’ observed in ulp1/Tho mutants is attributable to defective expression of the reporters. In agreement with our conclusions, ulp1 mutants do not exhibit genetic interactions with mutants of the QC-related endonuclease Swt1, as opposed to MLP1 inactivation (27). In addition, our previous proteomic analysis of Mlp2-associated mRNPs demonstrated that mRNP recruitment at NPCs does not require Ulp1 function (19). This docking at NPCs likely represents a true quality control step as notably revealed by the mRNA export defects caused by disruption of the Nab2-Mlp1 interaction (35), or associated with the formation of intranuclear Nab2-Mlp1 foci formed upon heat shock or Pml39 overexpression (58,21). Mlp1–2 proteins would not directly influence mRNP composition, consistent with our findings (Figure 6C), but would either selectively commit spliced mRNAs for nuclear export or retain unspliced transcripts, as previously hypothesized (6). How this selection is operated remains however to be understood.

The two pathways highlighted by our epistasis analysis (Figure 7A,B) illustrate the multiple contributions of nuclear pore proteins to mRNA expression: the Mlp1/Pml39 pathway essentially acts on mRNA quality control, whereas Ulp1 contributes to optimal mRNA synthesis through THO complex sumoylation (Figure 7D). Of note, Ulp1 activity is expected to modulate gene expression through additional sumoylated targets. So far, the only other identified mRNA biogenesis factor targeted by Ulp1 is the general co-repressor Ssn6, whose desumoylation was shown to contribute to the derepression of some inducible loci (52). In the future, extensive identification of Ulp1 and SUMO targets in the mRNA biogenesis machinery will certainly provide further clues on the intricate relationships between nuclear pores and gene expression.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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